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Goal: Solve the dense 3D scene flow problem from a pair of stereo imagery.

Contributions: We propose a purely continuous formulation that:
1. shows that faster optimization is achievable by rethinking the geometry

and motion estimation problem as a non-linear least-square problem;
2. with small over-segmented planes, optimizing on discrete segmentation

is unnecessary, compared with [1] [2] [3].
3. nonlinearity can be overcome by our robust initialization method.
4. achieves the state-of-art accuracy, while being much faster than top 

competitors, e.g. [1] [2] [3].
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Parameters:  Each Image is described as a collection of rigidly moving 
planes in 3D, , ,

g

Factors:
: Unary Factor for Photometric Consistency 
: Unary Factor for Matching Consistency
:    , : Pairwise Factors for Smooth Boundary

: Pairwise Factors for Smooth Motion   

Factor Graph:
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This factor graph can be solved efficiently as a non-linear least square 
problem, considering the sparsity in matrix factorization. 
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Conclusion

We believe estimating geometry in a continuous domain is sufficient and
more efficient, instead of jointly estimating segmentation in discrete
feature space and geometry in Euclidean space.

Initialization for the non-linear problem is important. Our multi-hypotheses
RANSAC method, and step-by-step optimization, serve as important
initialization to approach the final global optimal results.

Our method is highlighted as green, which achieves top performance
(low-left corner), both in accuracy and computation speed.


